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Agenda

Collecting more visual content

Leveraging the visual content you collect

How mobile has changed the purchase journey

The role of visual content in the shopping journey
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Mobile Dominance



Mobile has changed the purchase journey 

* Average across PowerReviews retailers that receive syndicated content

29% 
Increase in mobile 
conversion rates



Mobile has changed the purchase journey 

* Average across PowerReviews retailers that receive syndicated content

38% 
Of baskets are 

created on phones



87% 

Increase in reviews 
submitted on mobile 

Mobile has changed the purchase journey 

* Average across PowerReviews retailers that receive syndicated content
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The Role of Visual Content in the 
Shopping Journey
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49%
increase in image volume 
across the PowerReviews 
Network 

Consumers Seek Out Visual Content From Other Consumers



140%
increase in video volume 

across the PowerReviews 
Network

Consumers Seek Out Visual Content From Other Consumers



Video
Consumers want to watch video

90%
Of users say that product 
videos are helpful in the 
decision making process

4X
As many consumers 
would prefer to watch a 
video about a product 
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Authenticity



65%
of shoppers are more likely to 

trust products that have 
user-submitted photos or videos 

in their reviews. 

Visual Content Drives Trust
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Mythical
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Authentic
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Where Shoppers Want to See Photos or Videos of Products
Directly on the brand or retailer website
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On a brand or 
retailer website

Amazon Third party
review site
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PowerReviews Snapshot on ecommerce, 2016
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Stock photo
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Context photo



The Impact of Visual Content

Products with consumer 
images see a  

69%
uplift in daily 
conversion 

Products with consumer 
images see an  

18%
uplift in daily 
traffic to page  
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Professional
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Authentic & detailed
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Searching for the perfect media cabinet
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Style ideas



Why Reviews

40% 
of Centennials won’t 
purchase a product if 
there are no photos of 
people using the 
product.

Visual content is key

24% 
of Millennials won’t 

purchase a product if 
there are no photos of 

people using the 
product.
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Beyond scale, quality or style...
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Visual content tells a story
It inspires, intrigues, and sells
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Collecting Visual Content
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Ask!

70%-90%
Hello Zach,

A picture is worth 1,000 
words… Share a photo with 
your review and help others 
find their fun!



Make it easy
Enable consumers to submit videos directly on ecommerce sites  



Incentivize your customers
Consumers want to watch video

7X
Increase after offering a 
branded gift card

83%
Increase in review 
collection with 
sweepstakes

Hello Zach,

Share a photo with your 
review and help others!



Post Interaction Email Best Practices

Best Practice Benefit

Direct subject line 
55 characters or less Increase open rates

Responsive email Increase completion rate

Include sweepstakes 50%+ increase in content

Personalize email Increase open rate

Send a 2nd email 50%+ increase in content

CTA above the fold on mobile
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Leveraging your content
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Call it out on your category pages



Image Gallery
Showcase consumer images in an engaging gallery on product pages



Leverage images on homepage
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Leverage user-generated photos in other marketing 
initiatives
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5 Takeaways for Success

1

2

3

4

5

Request photos and videos from your shoppers

Capture visual content natively

Prominently display user-submitted visual content 

Keep your visual content authentic

Leverage user-generated photos in other marketing initiatives 



Questions?
Arit Nsemo

arit.nsemo@powerreviews.com


